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Abstra t

Histori ally, programming languages that expose mutable lo al and global addresses have been unsound. Designing
a sound type system whi h allows lo al and global pointers
turns out to be a subtle problem. Exposing lo al/global also
pla es an additional burden on the programmer, who may
be for ed to attend to the details of memory layout even in
se tions of ode that are not performan e riti al.
This paper makes three prin ipal ontributions:

Distributed-memory programs are often written using a
global address spa e: any pro ess an name any memory
lo ation on any pro essor. Some languages ompletely hide
the distin tion between lo al and remote memory, simplifying the programming model at some performan e ost.
Other languages give the programmer more expli it ontrol,
o ering better potential performan e but sa ri ing both
soundness and ease of use.
Through a series of progressively ri her type systems,
we formalize the omplex issues surrounding sound omputation with expli itly distributed data stru tures. We then
illustrate how type inferen e an subsume mu h of this omplexity, letting programmers work at whatever level of detail
is needed. Experiments ondu ted with the Titanium programming language show that this an result in easier development and signi ant performan e improvements over
manual optimization of lo al and global memory.







1 Introdu tion

The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows.
Se tion 2 o ers a primer on the ommon terminology with
whi h we dis uss distributed address spa es and highlights
some of the performan e osts of simpler models that treat
distributed memory as though it were shared memory. In
Se tion 3 we develop a series of small languages and type
systems that odify sound omputing with distributed mutable data stru tures. The more expressive systems are also
more omplex; Se tion 4 shows how type inferen e an simplify programming while retaining the full power of the type
system. We have applied these prin iples to the Titanium
programming language, and report the results of our experiments in Se tion 5. Se tion 6 reviews related work. We
on lude in Se tion 7 by summarizing our ndings, and disussing dire tions for future resear h.

While there have been many e orts to design distributed,
parallel programming languages, none has been ompletely
satisfa tory. Many approa hes present the illusion of a single shared, global address spa e. While easy for programmers to understand, this approa h hides the real stru ture
of memory, making it diÆ ult to exploit lo ality of data. In
omplex appli ations where lo al memory a esses may be
orders of magnitude faster than remote a esses, this an
seriously harm performan e, development time, or both.
Another approa h is to reveal the full distributed memory hierar hy at the language level. A popular model is to
allow a mixture of global and lo al pointers: the former span
the entire global address spa e, while the latter only address
memory that is physi ally olo ated with a given pro essor. This supports globally shared data stru tures while still
allowing eÆ ient implementation of algorithms spe i ally
stru tured for distributed parallel exe ution [4{7, 10, 17, et
al ℄.
 This

Through a progression of sound type systems, we illustrate and larify the semanti issues surrounding lo al
and global pointers.
We present a type inferen e system that is apable of
ompleting a program with inferred lo al/global annotations, thereby relieving the programmer from managing address spa es in mu h or all of the ode.
We present experimental results showing that this inferen e algorithm improves program performan e signi antly, simpli es development, and does a better job
than hand-optimization by humans.

2 Ba kground
When des ribing inter onne tions between allo ated blo ks
of data, we use the term pointer, whi h reinfor es the idea
that we are dis ussing very low level operations. Although
pointers an implement Standard ML ref's [22℄ or Java referen es [16℄, pointers are more primitive.
Our distributed memory model is an expli it two-level
hierar hy with lo al and global memory. Lo al memory is
physi ally olo ated with a pro essor. A system with sixteen pro essors has sixteen distin t lo al memories. A lo al
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if (p.pro essor == MyPro essor)
result = *p.address;
else
result = RemoteRead(p.pro essor, p.address);

the ode for reading and writing through global pointers referen es is inlined, the CM-5 shows nearly a 75% slowdown
ompared with simple pointers. This is largely due to lost
opportunities for optimization. Extensive manual optimization in luded relo ating ode into the \lo al" lause of the
lo ality test to avoid a bran h. Su h heroi e orts bring performan e to within 13% of simple pointers; the di eren e is
probably due to less e e tive register use and the in reased
time to move larger amounts of data around in memory.
Thus, high performan e parallel ode must a knowledge
the distributed nature of memory. Where data stru tures
genuinely span pro essor boundaries, global pointers are entirely appropriate. But when stati information an prove
that data is always lo al, global pointers are needlessly
ostly.

Figure 1: Dereferen ing a global pointer. Be ause
\result" may re eive its value from an opaque fun tion all,
the ompiler is unlikely to be able to e e tively optimize any
ode that uses the resulting value.

fun tion
inline
optimized
narrow

CM-5

2.8 se /edge
2.0
1.3
1.15

T3D
1.19
0.71
0.66
N/A

Table 1: Costs of global pointers to lo al data. \Fun tion" uses global pointers and requires a fun tion all for
every read or write. \Inline" inlines global pointer ode dire tly at the point of use. \Optimized" uses extensive manual
optimization and likely represents the theoreti al best performan e possible for global referen es. \Narrow" uses simple
pointers, and represents a level of performan e only possible
with true, physi ally shared memory.

3 A Progression of Type Systems
We present a suite of three languages and type systems
that o er both global and lo al pointers, illustrating the key
soundness issues that arise when manipulating distributed
data stru tures. All three systems have been redu ed to essentials to more learly illuminate the novel issues. These
are not languages in whi h one would program dire tly.
Rather, these languages should be onsidered as just barely
above the level of primitive ma hine addressing.
Our foremost on ern is distributed data, not mobile
ode. Therefore, none of the languages we des ribe ontains
 expressions, let bindings or any other fa ility for introdu ing new fun tions, variables, or losures. Rather, we assume
a xed set of named fun tions and variables available in an
initial environment. Fun tions are not rst- lass; fun tion
types are not data types, and fun tion names only appear
dire tly applied to arguments. In Se tion 7 we brie y onsider extensions allowing rst- lass fun tions; for now, we
fo us on data.
Similarly, we omit the details of a parallel semanti s. A
single language onstru t, the unary transmission operator,
represents an expli it transfer of information from one proessor to another. An expression of the form \transmit e"
should be read as evaluating expression \e" on one pro essor, then transmitting the result to a di erent pro essor.
The result of a transmit expression is the value as seen on
the re eiving pro essor. This is the only expli it ommuni ation primitive; all other data is ex hanged impli itly,
via global pointers. The presentation here is deliberately
somewhat informal. An operational semanti s and soundness proof for the most omplex type system are presented
in the appendix.
The rst language ontains lo al and global pointers with
arbitrary levels of indire tion but without updates. The se ond language introdu es an assignment operator for destru tive updates. The third language adds pairs with updatable
elds, whi h model the omposite re ords, obje ts, or data
stru tures of higher level languages.

pointer en odes an address within one lo al memory and
orresponds to a pointer or memory address in standard
languages. Lo al pointers do not travel well; a lo al address
formed on one pro essor is meaningless elsewhere.
Global memory is the union of all lo al memories. If
we assume that pro essors are uniquely numbered, then a
global pointer en odes a pair hpro essor; addressi, with a
home pro essor and an address within that pro essor's loal memory. Global pointers have a di erent representation
from lo al pointers and are more ostly to use. Manipulating
remote memory may involve spe ial ma hine instru tions,
trapping into the operating system, or fun tion alls into a
message-passing library. The exa t me hanism is irrelevant.
What matters is that global and lo al pointers have di erent
representations and are manipulated using di erent operations.
While dereferen ing a global pointer to another pro essor's memory an be extremely slow, even a global pointer
into lo al memory generally in urs a performan e penalty.
As Figure 1 illustrates, dereferen ing a global pointer that
turns out to be lo al may entail omparing two values, ignoring a bran h to the remote fet h lause, dereferen ing
the lo al address, and bran hing to the end of the entire
onditional. The presen e of a bran h, ombined with the
possibility of a fun tion all, may make it diÆ ult for an
optimizing ompiler to improve ode using the result of a
stati ally global dereferen e.
Ben hmarking quanti es these on erns. A Split-C [13℄
ben hmark was run using various strategies to implement
global pointers. The ben hmark, EM3D, repeatedly walks
a ross an irregular bipartite graph performing a simple alulation. We an estimate the ost of global pointers to lo al
data by omputing the average time required per edge when
all data is stored lo ally. Table 1 shows times olle ted on
a Thinking Ma hines CM-5 and partial times olle ted on a
Cray T3D. These ndings were originally presented in [21℄
and [26℄, respe tively.
The ben hmark reveals that the performan e ost of using global pointers for lo al data is signi ant. Even when

3.1 System I: Simple Pointers
Our rst language ontains integers, lo al and global pointers, and basi pointer operations. It has neither destru tive assignment nor ompound data types; these are added
in se tions 3.2 and 3.3, respe tively. Expression and type
grammars are given in Figure 2. Figure 3 gives type he king rules. A type environment, A, en apsulates information
about externally de ned variable and fun tion names.
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J ::= integer literals
e ::= J j x j f e j " e

j #

 ::= int j boxed ! 
! ::= lo al j global

pro essor 0

pro essor 1

x

'/ " 5

e j widen e j transmit e

#

To dis uss pointers and pointer operations, we work with
boxed and unboxed values. As is standard, types represent
unboxed values unless expli itly boxed. One may take a
value's address using the \"" indire tion operator, so while
\5" is a pattern of bits representing ve, \" 5" is a lo al
pointer to a memory lo ation holding the value ve. We
use \boxed" to des ribe pointer types, augmented with a
width quali er to distinguish global from lo al pointers. The
\widen" operator widens a lo al pointer to global. Hen e:
5
5
""5
widen " " 5
"

`

J :

int
0

A
A

A
A

`

`

A

"

The diÆ ulty with global pointer dereferen ing is illustrated
in Figure 4. Dotted lines mark lo al memory boundaries; in
this ase, we have two pro essors and therefore two lo al
memories. Pro essor 1 has onstru ted a lo al pointer to
a memory lo ation storing the value ve. We indi ate lo al
pointers using a single arrow. Pro essor 0 has a variable x of
type boxed global boxed lo al int: a global pointer to a
lo al pointer to an integer. We use double arrows to indi ate
global pointers. A nave dereferen e of x would simply extra t the lo al pointer value " 5. However, that lo al pointer
is meaningless in pro essor 0's lo al address spa e. Rather,
as the gure suggests, the lo al pointer addressed by x must
be widened, so that # x is global as well. The new global
pointer's home pro essor is 1, while its address on pro essor
1 is the same as the address expressed by " 5.
Widening is only needed when an operation ould ause
the value of a lo al pointer to ross pro essor boundaries.
Thus, if y : boxed global int is a global pointer to an integer, then # y : int is the value of that integer. Similarly, if
z : boxed global boxed global int is a global pointer to a
global pointer to an integer, then # z : boxed global int
would traverse one level of indire tion, yielding a global
pointer to an integer. Widening is required when transmitting a lo al pointer: if " 5 has type boxed lo al int, then
transmit " 5 must have type boxed global int, or else the
re eiving pro essor would be left holding a lo al pointer into
the wrong address spa e. But transmit 5 requires no spe ial
manipulation, be ause integers travel safely a ross pro essor
boundaries.

A ` e : 
e : boxed lo al 

e : boxed lo al 
A ` #e : 
e : boxed global 
# e : expand ( )

`

A
`

` e : boxed lo al 
widen e : boxed global 

A

`

`

int
boxed lo al int
boxed lo al boxed lo al int
boxed global boxed lo al int

3.1.1 Impli it Type Expansion

0

`

:
:
:
:

The \#" dereferen ing operator retrieves the value addressed by a pointer. Dereferen ing a lo al pointer works as
expe ted, essentially stripping o an outer level of boxing.
Dereferen ing a global pointer is more subtle.

A(x) = 
A ` x : 

A(f) =  ! 
A ` e : 
A ` fe : 
A

'/ 5

Figure 4: Situation requiring type expansion.

Figure 2: Expressions and types I. Expressions are given
by e, while  represents expression types.

A

x

e : 
expand( )

transmit e :

Figure 3: Type he king rules I.
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expand(boxed lo al )
expand( )

,
,

boxed global 

 otherwise

A

Figure 5: Type manipulating fun tions I.

J ::= integer literals
e ::= J j x j f e j " e
e ; e j e := e

`

J :

A(x) = 
A ` x : 

int

A(f) =  ! 
A ` e : 
A ` fe : 
0

0

j #

e j widen e j transmit e

j

A

 ::= int j boxed ! 
! ::= lo al j global

`

A

Figure 6: Expressions and types II. Relative to Figure 2,
expressions now allow sequen ing (;) and assignment (:=).

A

The expand fun tion, used in the nal two type rules,
is given in Figure 5. It widens lo al pointers to global, but
leaves other types un hanged. Simple though this may seem,
real parallel programming languages do not ne essarily get
this right. Split-C, for example, makes no e ort to prevent
pro essors from seeing ea h other's lo al pointers. In ases
like Figure 4, the programmer is expe ted to extra t the
pro essor number from x and manually ombine that with
the lo al pointer at # x to produ e a valid global pointer.
Forgetting to do so eli its no warning from the ompiler;
the program simply ontains a wild pointer [12℄.

A

"

`

A ` e : 
e : boxed lo al 

e : boxed lo al 
A ` #e : 
e : boxed global 
# e : expand( )

`

A

`

A
`

` e : boxed lo al 
widen e : boxed global 

A ` e : 
A ` transmit e : expand( )
..........................................................
A

e :  A ` e : 
A ` e;e : 
0

`

0

3.2 System II: Assignable Pointers
We now extend the language with destru tive assignment
through pointers. An updated grammar appears in Figure 6.
To help support assignment we have also added sequen ing.
Given a pointer to some memory lo ation and a ompatible value, the new \:=" assignment operator writes a new
value into the pointed-to lo ation, repla ing what may have
been stored there before. The pointer itself is un hanged; it
merely identi es the target of the store operation. This is a
more primitive operation than, for example, assignment to
an ML ref, although ML assignment ould be implemented
using our primitive plus an extra level of indire tion. The
key point is that the left hand side of an assignment must
always be a pointer, and that the new value is pla ed in the
lo ation to whi h the pointer refers.

A

`

0

0

e : boxed lo al  A
A ` e := e : 

`

e : 
0

0

A
A

`
`

e : boxed global 
e : 
robust( )
A ` e := e : 
0

0

Figure 7: Type he king rules II. Rules above the dotted
line are identi al to those in Figure 3, while those below the
line are new.

3.2.1 Type Expansion Versus Assignment
pro essor 0

Type he king rules for the augmented language are given
in Figure 7. As before, the interesting ase is a global
pointer to lo al pointer, su h as x in Figure 8. Suppose that
global pointer x is to re eive an assignment, via \x := " 6".
The types seem, super ially, to mat h: x addresses a lo al
pointer to int, and " 6 is also a lo al pointer to int. Yet
that lo al pointer would be meaningless if transported from
pro essor 0 a ross to pro essor 1. Widening " 6 to global
is no solution either, be ause the box to whi h x points is
typed as lo al.
In general, then, we must forbid assignment to lo al
pointers a ross globals. The lo al pointer value an be read,

x
6

o bad
wo o

pro essor 1
'/
o "5
o
o


5

Figure 8: Situation pre luding assignment.
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expand(boxed lo al )
expand( )

,
,

boxed global 

robust(boxed lo al  )
robust( )

,
,

false
true otherwise

ponent of a pair while leaving the other un hanged. The
need for these atypi al operators will be ome more evident
in Se tion 3.3.2.
The subtyping relation allows one to weaken pointer
types by promoting ertain  quali ers from valid to
invalid. This quali er subsumption is allowed at the top
level or embedded anywhere within a top level pair. However, one annot hange validity quali ers below a pointer.
If this were permitted, then it would be possible for two
pointers with di erent types to alias the same value, whi h is
unsound in the presen e of assignment. No impli it hanges
to the ! quali er are permitted at all, be ause this entails
a hange of representation, and therefore should logi ally
produ e a new value.

 otherwise

Figure 9: Type manipulating fun tions II. The expand
fun tion is un hanged from Figure 5. The robust predi ate
is new.

J ::= integer literals
e ::= J j x j f e j " e

e j widen e j transmit e
e ; e j e := e j he; ei j 1 e j 2 e
 ::= int j boxed !   j h;  i
! ::= lo al j global
 ::= valid j invalid


3.3.1 Consistent Representation of Pairs

j

As we have seen, when an isolated lo al pointer moves a ross
pro essor boundaries, it must be expanded into a global
pointer. What about moving an unboxed pair ontaining
a lo al pointer? One option would be to expand the embedded pointer as before. Thus, expand(hboxed lo al ; inti)
ould be de ned as hboxed global  ; inti. However, this
means that the expanded pair would have a di erent representation than the original pair. This approa h is very
unattra tive in any language with named re ord types (i.e.,
almost all languages). Suppose the programmer de lares
Entry as a pair hboxed lo al  ; inti for some  . What
name would we use for the expanded pair? Entry is inappropriate, sin e the type has hanged. Do we synthesize a
new name? Assume that the value belongs to some anonymous re ord type? Any fun tions that manipulate unboxed
Entry values annot properly use the expanded pair, be ause
its representation (and possibly size and omponent o sets)
will have hanged. Treating Entry as polymorphi in its !
quali ers would entail either generating multiple opies of
ode, or else inserting runtime tests wherever polymorphi
pointers are used. But ode expansion is undesirable and
runtime pointer tests are exa tly what we wish to avoid.
Thus, we wish to ensure that expand never auses a pair
to hange representation. Lo al pointers within pairs should
remain lo al, even when opied between pro essors. Su h
pointers no longer represent valid memory addresses and
must never subsequently be used. We add a new validity
quali er, , to mark when an embedded lo al pointer has
been invalidated by movement between pro essors. Thus,
when an unboxed Entry is moved a ross pro essor boundaries, its embedded lo al pointer is marked as invalid. But
the se ond omponent of the tuple, an embedded integer,
remains a essible. An embedded global pointer would likewise arrive uns athed. Any existing fun tion that manipulates unboxed Entry values ould still be used, provided that
it only a esses the integer, and never tou hes the (now invalid) lo al pointer.
Figure 11 presents our nal set of type he king rules.
The updated expand and restru t fun tions in Figure 12
omplete the pi ture. A new fun tion, pop, is responsible
for traversing pairs and invalidating any embedded lo al
pointers. The robust predi ate, whi h forbids unsound assignments a ross global pointers, has been relaxed slightly.
Cross-global assignments to valid lo al pointers are forbidden. But ross-global assignments to invalid lo al pointers
are allowed: if a lo al pointer is already invalid on the re eiving end, one an ertainly repla e it with a di erent invalid
lo al pointer. The robust and pop fun tions have an impor-

 

1  1 ^ 2  2

valid  invalid

boxed !  



boxed ! 0 

1 ; 2 i  h1 ; 2 i

h

j #

0

0

()

()
0

0

0

Figure 10: Expressions and types III. Relative to Figure 6, expressions now allow pair reation (h ; i) and sele tion (n). Types in lude pairs, and the pointer types now
arry an additional validity quali er . A subtyping relation
has been added.
subje t to expansion as seen earlier. But it an never be
updated. The ore issue is that lo al pointers annot travel
a ross pro essor boundaries, and global pointers use a different and in ompatible representation. Figure 9 gives the
robust predi ate that enfor es these restri tions. A robust
type is one that an safely travel a ross a global pointer
during an assignment. Note that assignment a ross lo al
pointers requires no su h test, as it is always safe providing
the sour e and destination types mat h.

3.3 System III: Assignable Tuples
Lastly, we enri h the language with tuples. For simpli ity,
we only permit pairs; general n-tuples ontribute nothing
novel. The language, type grammars, and subtyping rules
appear in Figure 10. We have added a pair onstru tor h ; i,
plus two new operators for de omposing pairs.
Given a valid pointer to a pair, the 1 and 2 pair sele tion operators produ e o set pointers to the rst and se ond omponents of the pair. Again, this is more primitive
than the #n re ord sele tion operator from ML, and the two
should not be onfused. Assuming that ML re ords are always boxed, ML re ord sele tion roughly orresponds to pair
sele tion followed by dereferen e (# n). Primitive pair sele tion alone, without dereferen e, forms a pointer suitable
for assignment, permitting in-pla e mutation of one om5

A

J :

`

expand(boxed lo al  )
expand(h1 ; 2 i)
expand( )

A(x) = 
A ` x : 

int

pop(boxed lo al  )
pop(h1 ; 2 i)
pop( )

A(f) =  ! 
A ` e : 
A ` fe : 
0

0

A

A

`

A

`

`

`

false
robust(1 ) ^ robust(2 )
true otherwise

e :  A ` e : 
A ` e;e : 
0

`

We an now demonstrate why it is important to have pair sele tion operators that do not also immediately dereferen e.
Suppose that we are given a global pointer to h4; hx; 5ii,
where x is some embedded lo al pointer. We wish to extra t x. If sele tion is always oupled with dereferen e, then
sele ting the se ond omponent of the pair would produ e
the unboxed value hx; 5i. There is no global pointer assoiated with this value; we have arried the lo al pointer x
a ross pro essors, and an no longer safely use it. Therefore,
the expand and pop fun tions will have orre tly marked x
as invalid.
However, if sele tion and dereferen ing are distin t operations, we an do better. Given a global pointer to h4; hx; 5ii,
sele ting the se ond omponent will produ e a global pointer
to hx; 5i. Sele ting the rst omponent of this yields a global
pointer to x. We already know how to use global pointers
to lo al pointers: dereferen ing yields a valid global pointer
equivalent to widen x.
Thus, we nd that a sequen e of sele tion operations
must not dereferen e too early. Sele tion should be treated
as simple pointer displa ement. When extra ting a value
deeply embedded in nested pairs, all sele tion displa ements
must be applied rst, and only then should the nal o set
pointer be dereferen ed.

0

0

A

`

e : 
0

e : boxed global valid 
e : 
robust( )
A ` e := e : 
..........................................................
`

0

`

0

A

,
,
,

3.3.2 Sele tion Without Dereferen e

e : 
expand( )

transmit e :

0

A

pop(1 ); pop(2 )i
 otherwise

h

tant relationship: robust( ) is true if and only if pop( ) =  .
Intuitively, a value an be assigned a ross a global pointer
if and only if it will not be damaged in transit.

e : boxed lo al valid 
A ` e := e : 
A

boxed lo al invalid 

e : boxed global valid 
A ` # e : expand( )

0

A

pop(1 ); pop(2 )i
 otherwise

h

Figure 12: Type manipulating fun tions III.

`

A

boxed global  

e : boxed lo al valid 
A ` #e : 

A

A

robust(boxed lo al valid )
robust(h1 ; 2 i)
robust( )

e : 

e : boxed lo al valid 

"

`

A

`

,
,
,

,
,
,

`

A

e1 : 1 A ` e2 : 2
` he1 ; e2 i : h1 ; 2 i

A ` e : boxed ! valid h1 ; 2 i
A ` n e : boxed ! valid n
A

`

e :  
A ` e : 





4 From Che king to Inferen e

0

0

The third system provides address spa e management, safe
pointers, and updatable tuples. This forms a suitable starting point for the design of a realisti language for manipulating distributed mutable data stru tures. However, it
is impra ti al to expe t programmers to systemati ally annotate programs with lo al/global/valid/invalid type
quali ers; it is simply too umbersome and time onsuming
(see Se tion 5.1).
Fortunately, the type quali ers we have des ribed are
quite amenable to automati inferen e. Figure 13 shows a

Figure 11: Type he king rules III. Rules above the dotted line are identi al to those in Figure 7, or have been
hanged trivially to support the  quali er. Rules below the
line are new.
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A

`

J :

set of inferen e rules dire tly derived from the third type
system. One new rule allows impli it oer ion of pointers
from lo al to global. This is allowed at the top level only,
both to keep pair types onsistent as well as to avoid the
well-known soundness problems in allowing distin t aliases
of mutable data to have di erent types. For larity of presentation, the rules use several abbreviations:
1. Constraints are not expli itly propagated up from
subexpressions; assume that the omplete onstraint
set is the simple union of the sets of onstraints indu ed by all subexpressions.
2. A nontrivial rule hypothesis su h as

A(x) = 
A ` x : 

int

e : boxed ! valid 

A(f) =  ! 
A ` e : 
A ` fe : 
0

0

A
A

`

A

`

"

`

should be read as an equality onstraint
e : 0

e : 

3. All onstraint variables are fresh.
The inferen e rules indu e a set of onstraints on unknown quali ers; for example, the operand of any dereferen e operator is onstrained to be quali ed as valid. Figure 14 shows supporting fun tions that generate additional
onstraints. Type quali er inferen e requires nding a solution to the set of all onstraints indu ed by a program.
Some onstraints generated by the pop and robust fun tions have the following general form:

e : boxed lo al valid 

e : boxed ! valid  expand(!; ;  )
A ` #e : 
0

0

A

`

e :  expand(global; ;  )
A ` transmit e : 
0

0

A

e :  A ` e : 
A ` e;e : 
0

`

0

A
A

`
`

! ? = global =) (! = global
0

`

A

_

 = invalid)

These onditional onstraints arise whenever data rosses a
(possibly global) pointer. For example, when dereferen ing
a pointer to a pair, if the pointer being dereferen ed is global
(! ? = global), then either a pointer embedded in the pair
must also be global (! = global) or else it must be marked
invalid ( = invalid).
In general, solving onditional disjun tive onstraints
is redu ible to satis ability of boolean formulae in 3onjun tive normal form, an NP- omplete problem. However, we an exploit the parti ular stru ture of this inferen e
problem to nd a solution eÆ iently.
Our goal is to minimize the number of global pointers. The onditional disjun tive onstraints may leave us
with a hoi e between having a global valid pointer and
a lo al invalid one. If either would be orre t, we will
always prefer lo al invalid. Of ourse, if that pointer is
required to be valid elsewhere, then lo al invalid is not
an option and we must hoose global valid instead.
The onstraints have two important properties. First,
the onstraints on types an indu e onstraints on quali ers,
but onstraints on quali ers do not introdu e onstraints on
types. Thus, we an resolve the type onstraints to obtain the omplete set of quali er onstraints. Se ond, the
onditional quali er onstraints mention only global/lo al
quali ers in the ante edents. This observation suggests the
following pro edure for sele ting a best solution of the onstraints:
1. Expand the type onstraints  =  and    to
obtain the omplete set of quali er onstraints.
2. Solve the un onditional equality and in lusion onstraints on  variables. Set any  variable not required
to be valid to invalid. At this point all  variables
are resolved.

0

e : boxed ! valid 
e :  robust(!;  )
A ` e := e : 
0

0

A

0 = boxed ! valid 

e1 : 1 A ` e2 : 2
` he1 ; e2 i : h1 ; 2 i

A ` e : boxed !  h1 ; 2 i
A ` n e : boxed !  n
..........................................................
A ` e : boxed lo al  
A ` e : boxed global  
Figure 13: Type inferen e rules. Rules above the dotted
line orrespond dire tly to type he king rules in Figure 11,
while the rule below the line is new.
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0

expand(! ? ; boxed !  ; boxed !   )
expand(! ? ; h1 ; 2 i; h1 ; 2 i)
expand(! ? ; ;  )
0

0

0

0

0

0

pop(! ? ; boxed !  ; boxed !   )
pop(! ? ; h1 ; 2 i; h1 ; 2 i)
pop(! ? ; ;  )
0

0

0

0

0

0

robust(! ? ; boxed !   )
robust(! ? ; h1 ; 2 i)
robust(! ? ;  )

,
,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,

!?  ! ; !  ! ;  =  ;  =  g
pop(! ? ; 1 ; 1 ) [ pop(! ? ; 2 ; 2 )
f =  g
otherwise
0

f

0

0

0

0

! ? = global =) (! = global
pop(! ? ; 1 ; 1 ) [ pop(! ? ; 2 ; 2 )
f =  g
otherwise

f

0

0

0

 = invalid); ! = ! ;  = 
0

_

0

0

g

0

0

! ? = global =) (! = global
robust(! ? ; 1 ) [ robust(! ? ; 2 )
;
otherwise
f

_

 = invalid)g

Figure 14: Constraint generating fun tions.
3. Remove onditional onstraints of the form ! ? =
global =) (! = global _ invalid = invalid).
These are always satis ed.

programmers may sele tively de lare some referen es as loal (e.g. within inner loops). If the programmer knows that
a large array is always lo al, a lo al de laration auses the
Titanium ompiler to produ e more eÆ ient ode to traverse
the lo al array. The ompiler he ks expli it lo al quali ers
stati ally, using rules similar to those presented here. For
example, if a method expe ts a lo al pointer as a parameter,
passing it a global pointer is a simple type error [27℄.
This design allows programmer to ignore lo ality issues
until the ode is running orre tly and then add lo al quali ers to speed things up. However, Titanium does not provide quali er inferen e, and experien e working with appliation developers has shown that adding lo al quali ers by
hand is not easy. Multidimensional arrays are bewildering;
stati type errors are often reported far away from the site
of the o ending de laration; and the more aggressive one
is at adding lo al quali ers, the harder it is to maintain a
valid program in the long run.
Maintenan e issues be ome dominant when dealing with
lega y ode. Titanium in orporates a large portion of the
standard Java lass library into its own runtime environment. The omplete ontents of the java.io, java.lang,
and java.util pa kages are available in Titanium. The Titanium ompiler produ es native ode dire tly from Sun's
Java sour e ode for these pa kages. In orporating the standard Java libraries is very desirable: the libraries represent
an enormous amount of work that does not need to be repeated.
However, this large body of existing ode was written
for Java, not Titanium. The three pa kages omprise sixteen thousand lines of sour e ode without lo al quali ers.
None of this ode uses Titanium's ross-pro essor ommuni ation; but in the absen e of expli it quali ers, every variable, eld, and method parameter defaults to a global referen e. Methods are assumed to return global referen es,
making it even more diÆ ult for programmers to use lo al
referen es in their own ode. Manually annotating this large
body of lega y Java ode would be very tedious and would
need to be redone with ea h new release from Sun. Yet
without redu ing these global referen es to lo al, it may be
impossible to a hieve a eptable performan e.
Pra ti al lo al quali ation has proven unexpe tedly
diÆ ult for programmers. Furthermore, formally de ning

4. Repla e onditional onstraints of the form ! ? =
global =) (! = global _ valid = invalid) by
! ?  !.
5. Resolve the onditional and un onditional onstraints
on ! variables. Set any ! variables not required to
be global to lo al. Note that the onditional onstraints no longer mention  variables, so this step annot introdu e an in onsisten y. It is easy to show that
there is a unique solution minimizing the number of !
variables resolved to global, omputable in near linear
time [15, 25℄.
6. Complete the program by adding a minimal set of
expli it widen operators wherever the new lo al-toglobal oer ion rule has been used. This is similar to
Henglein's minimal ompletions [18℄, but with neither
indu ed oer ions nor proje tions, and requiring only a
linear-time pass a ross the derivation tree.
We note that setting all possible variables to global and
valid will always produ e one legitimate solution to the
onstraints. Thus, languages that require all pointers to be

global are safe, albeit overly onservative.

5 Experimental Implementation
5.1 A Pra ti al Need for Sound Inferen e
Titanium is an experimental language for high-performan e
parallel omputing. Titanium has the syntax and semanti s of Java, although it ompiles to native ma hine ode
rather than virtual ma hine byte odes. Titanium extends
Java with a global address spa e, where pro esses an address, read, and write ea h other's data [19℄.
By default, all referen es in a Titanium program are assumed to be global. This makes it easy to build simple
programs that work. It is also a suitable hoi e for ar hite tures with true shared memory (SMP's), whi h Titanium
also supports. However, when tuning a program for speed,
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how lo al quali ation may be used in a sound manner has
been an ongoing sour e of bugs in the Titanium language
design. For these reasons, we have implemented a lo al
quali ation inferen e engine, LQI, and made it available as
an optimization within the Titanium ompiler.

annon Cannon's algorithm for dense matrix multipli ation.

We multiply a pair of random 256  256 matrixes.

lu-fa t LU fa torization for dense matrixes. We fa tor a

1024  1024 element random matrix, partitioned into
sixty four 128  128 element blo ks.

5.2 A ommodating Titanium Features

sample Sample sort, a distributed sorting algorithm. We

sort 220 thirty two bit integer keys, with 64 keys per
sample.

Titanium ontains many features not present in the languages presented earlier. However, these may all be handled without diÆ ulty; the ore issues of type expansion and
pointer validity an be extended to a ommodate a realisti
language. We brie y des ribe the highlights.
Titanium is obje t-oriented, with methods, inheritan e,
and lass- and interfa e-based polymorphism. A method's
a tual arguments must mat h its formals; thus, if a method
is observed to re eive a global argument in any ontext, the
orresponding formal parameter is onstrained to be global
within the method body. Titanium permits impli it oerion from lo al to global, so a method an re eive a lo al
argument in one ontext and a global elsewhere. The lo al
argument is widened at the point of the all.
Native methods, whi h are implemented by external C
ode, are treated onservatively. Be ause the ompiler has
no a ess to the implementation, it is never safe to hange
either the formal parameter types or the return type of a
native method. This onservative approa h an be taken
in any situation where only partial information is available.
For example, while the analysis is urrently whole-program,
it ould be made to a ommodate separate ompilation by
for ing onservative analysis at module boundaries.
Inheritan e simply indu es additional onstraints between parent and hild lasses. A sub lass is onstrained
to use identi al types for any elds inherited from its parent. Interfa es and overridden methods are handled in the
same manner.
Arrays are treated similarly to referen es. An array of
referen es is akin to a pointer to n-tuple of homogeneouslytyped pointers. A parti ularly tri ky issue is handling type
asts involving arrays. When an array is impli itly ast to
Obje t, we forbid hanges to any \forgotten" quali ers below the topmost level of the array type. When an Obje t
is dynami ally ast ba k to an array type, we also forbid
hanges to any \remembered" quali ers below the topmost
level. By holding the quali ers xed in both ases, we ensure
that any dynami asts will behave identi ally in the original and optimized programs. Otherwise, if quali ers were
hanged in the array de laration but not the expli it ast,
or vi e versa, dynami ast failures would o ur where none
existed in the original program.

gsrb The Gauss-Seidel Red Bla k algorithm for solving el-

lipti partial di erential equations. We solve a 2048 
128 element problem, partitioned into four 512  128
element pat hes a ross 100 full iterations.

pps A parallel solver for the Poisson equation with in nite

domain boundary onditions. We solve a 512  512
element problem partitioned into four 128128 element
pat hes, with a re nement ratio of 16 between oarse
and ne grids.

In all ases, the programs were run in parallel on four
nodes of the Berkeley Network of Workstations (NOW ) [1,
11℄. Cross-pro essor reads and writes are implemented by
sending messages from node to node, with A tive Messages
II providing the lightweight fast messaging substrate [14℄.
Table 2 shows our experimental results. Note that for
annon and lu-fa t, two sets of measurements were taken.
The \manual" measurements re e t the ode as originally
produ ed by the programmer. In both annon and lu-fa t,
the programmer had already deployed numerous expli it
lo al quali ers in an e ort to speed up the ode. Thus,
the \manual" measurements re e t the additional speedup
available from lo al quali ation opportunities that the
programmer missed, even in these relatively small kernels.
The \auto" variants use the same ode but with all expli it
lo al quali ations removed. These re e t the opposite extreme, where a programmer has relied ompletely upon LQI.
As one would expe t, the manual variants show less relative bene t than their auto ounterparts. For lu-fa t, the
programmer has already added so many expli it quali ations as to leave little room for further improvement. However, the same programmer missed a few important spots
in annon, even though the entire program is only 180 lines
long. LQI was able to dis over and optimize these for a 5.7%
net speedup.
For both annon and lu-fa t, manual annotation plus
LQI is just slightly faster than LQI alone. Human programmers an add expli it asts that re over lo al quali ers,
but whi h are only orre t due to deep properties of the
program that stati analysis annot reveal. This aÆrms our
hypothesis that the best design ombines sele tive manual
annotation with aggressive, sound inferen e.
The measurements as a whole show that improvement
varies widely from program to program. In a sense, LQI
identi es the portion of a al ulation that takes pla e loally, and optimizes that to run using fast lo al pointers.
Thus, the bene t to be gained is dire tly dependent upon
the lo ality of the underlying algorithms. A program that
genuinely uses lots of ross-pro essor data will harbor few
opportunities for lo al quali ation. Conversely, an algorithm that has been spe i ally designed for s alable distributed operation will perform most work lo ally, and only
ommuni ate very rarely. Su h algorithms will show larger
speedups from LQI, and the relative speedup will be ome

5.3 Lo al Quali ation Inferen e for Titanium
As implemented in the Titanium ompiler, the LQI optimization is slightly less powerful than the inferen e system
presented in Se tion 4. The initial pass, whi h identi es referen es that must remain valid, is omitted. Instead, it is
assumed that all referen es must be valid at all times. This
is safe, if overly onservative. In some ases, when data is
opied a ross pro essors but never subsequently used, the
validity assumption may for e referen es to be global when
they ould have been lo al invalid.
We have measured the e e tiveness of LQI optimization
on several numeri al kernels and appli ations. These inlude:
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Ben hmark
annon manual
annon auto
lu-fa t manual
lu-fa t auto
sample
gsrb
pps

Nave

53:4 se
58:1
131:4
227:1
29:2
16:0
92:2

E e t on Speed
LQI
Improvement
50:3 se
51:3
130:1
131:3
21:4
15:7
40:3

5:7%
13:2%
< 1:0%
42:2%
26:6%
1:9%
56:3%

E e t on Code Size
Nave
LQI
Improvement

43:5 MB
43:0
78:1
87:4
40:5
99:1
545:0

23:4 MB
23:6
44:6
44:9
20:3
64:4
309:8

46:2%
45:2%
42:9%
48:7%
49:8%
35:0%
43:2%

Table 2: Titanium ben hmark performan e.
uses a similar transitive losure for obje t serialization.
Cid [23℄, Split-C, and Titanium expli itly distinguish loal and global in the sour e language. Cid uses a single type
for all global pointers, the distributed equivalent of void *.
Split-C assumes all pointers lo al unless de lared otherwise,
while Titanium referen es default to global. Cid and Split-C
make little e ort to enfor e soundness; while this is onsistent with C's low-level approa h, the diÆ ulty of distributed
debugging ompounds the standard issue of wild pointers.
Titanium attempts to be as safe Java, and does address some
of the issues highlighted in Se tion 3. However, it does not
do so onsistently or ompletely, and one an easily raft unsound expressions. Those remaining holes an now be losed
in light of this resear h.

greater when working on in reasingly large problems. This
is parti ularly evident in pps, a fairly new algorithm that
is spe i ally designed for s alable distributed operation. It
performs relatively more lo al al ulations than gsrb, but is
thereby able to greatly redu e the amount of ross-pro essor
ommuni ation [3℄. Be ause ommuni ation is so ostly, this
gives mu h better performan e in general, and meshes parti ularly well with LQI, for an impressive speedup. The
ane dotal experien e of programmer who wrote pps is illuminating. When asked if he had previously put in many expli it lo al quali ers, he replied \Yes, but apparently not
anywhere that it mattered." LQI's analysis is more thorough and 56.3% more e e tive.
The primary on ern of most Titanium programmers is
exe ution speed. However, LQI also makes ode smaller.
As Titanium is implemented on the NOW, lo al pointers
require many fewer instru tions to use. Table 2 shows that
LQI makes the ben hmarks' ode segments 35% to 50%
smaller. These sizes ex lude ode for the standard Java
lasses, like String or Math. If the standard lasses are inluded as well, the overall redu tion is smaller, from 13% to
18% for a omplete exe utable.

7 Con lusions and Future Work
Distributed omputing environments have distin t notions
of lo al and remote memory. However, expli itly distinguishing between pointer types reates several opportunities for unsoundness. We have des ribed a suite of type
systems that larify these problems and demonstrate how
they an be avoided. A simple, asymptoti ally eÆ ient type
inferen e system an automati ally insert an optimal set of
quali ers, redu ing the burden on the programmer. Experiments with the Titanium language show that inferen e an
greatly improve performan e, parti ularly for odes spe i ally designed for s alable distributed exe ution.
The systems presented here ould be enhan ed in three
important ways. First, the assumption of a two-level memory ould be generalized to n levels of partitioned address
spa es. This may be ome important as simple distributed
unipro essors give way to lusters of SMP's, lusters of lusters, and other deep parallel hierar hies. Se ond, the model
should be extended to in lude mobile ode, an area of growing interest. A simple approa h may be to require that only
robust free variables appear in any mobile losure, but more
study is needed. Finally, polymorphi analysis of fun tions
ould be bene ial. For example, this would let Titanium's
LQI automati ally produ e both lo al and global variants
of standard ontainer lasses like Ve tor or Hashtable, for
potentially larger improvements to performan e.

6 Related Work
Nearly one hundred distributed programming languages
were identi ed ten years ago [2℄, and many more have appeared sin e. We highlight some representative examples
of approa hes previously taken to the lo al/global pointer
problem.
Olden adds parallelism to C, fo using on dynami stru tures augmented with ompiler-dire ted software a hing
and migration [8, 9, 24℄. All Olden pointers are global, so it
is never possible to see an invalid lo al pointer from another
pro essor's address spa e. However, pointer operations require four extra instru tions to test the pro essor ID and
de ode the ma hine address. Data ow analyses an eliminate some redundant he ks, but address de oding always
adds one instru tion of overhead. The inferen e des ribed in
this paper ould omplement these analyses, using a faster
(unen oded) representation for those pointers that are stati ally guaranteed to be lo al.
Emerald also fo uses on ne-grained obje t mobility [20℄.
While lo al and global are not distinguished at the sour e
level, sele ted obje t elds may be de lared as atta hed. Beause an obje t and its transitively atta hed elds always
live in the same address spa e, the ompiler an use fast
lo al addresses to implement atta hed elds. This is a safe
alternative to the te hniques presented here, but may require more data motion to keep atta hed elds olo ated
as obje ts migrate. Java remote method invo ation (RMI)
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A Operational Semanti s and Soundness

from pair values hv1 ; v2 i by ontext, as ma hines annot be
a omponent of pairs.
A store is a nite fun tion from global addresses to values. When a value is reated a new lo ation in the store
must be allo ated. The fun tion

In this appendix we prove that the type he king system presented in Se tion 3.3 is sound with respe t to an operational
semanti s. We fo us on the sequential subset of the language, whi h in ludes everything ex ept transmit expressions. Be ause the semanti problems with lo al and global
pointers are the representation and movement of pointers
between address spa es, dealing with on urren y ompliates the semanti s while also obs uring the ore issues. The
language subset we work with is:
e ::= J j x j f e j " e
e1 ; e2 j e1 := e2

new : Store  M

newn (m; S) =

e j widen e j
j he1 ; e2 i j 1 e j 2 e
j #

new(m; S) = a

the set of ma hines
the set of lo al addresses
the set of identi ers
the set of all types
global addresses
values
values that an be stored

J!J

Figure 15: Semanti domains.

The value of "h5; 6i is the pair address a1 . Sele ting the
address of the rst eld 1 "h5; 6i has the value a2 .
Nested pair values are stored re ursively when boxed.
Thus the expression "hh5; 6i; 7i allo ates ve new lo ations
in the lo al store for the three integers and two pairs:

We use the following onventions for naming elements of
the semanti domains.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a 2= dom(a:S(hm; ai))

S(hm; a1 i) = ha2 ; a3 i
S(hm; a2 i) = 5
S(hm; a3 i) = 6

Id ! F un + V

m; m0 ; m ; : : : 2 M
v; v0 ; v ; : : : 2 V
sv; sv0 ; sv ; : : : 2 SV
S; S0 ; S ; : : : 2 Store
E 2 Env
e; e0 ; e ; : : :
i; i0 ; i ; : : : 2 J
g; g0 ; g ; : : : 2 G
a; a0 ; a ; : : : 2 A

=)

In other words, the new address is not already in use on
ma hine m.
An unusual aspe t of the domains is the treatment of
pairs. Unboxed pairs are treated as values, but only pairs of
addresses are pla ed in the store. Be ause the operations 1
and 2 take the addresses of pair omponents, and be ause
these addresses are then rst- lass values, we must model
the lo ation in the store of the omponents of the pair as
well as the pair itself. This is done most dire tly by simply
storing the two omponents of the pair at di erent addresses,
rather than more usual solution of representing the entire
pair value with a single address. To maintain the knowledge
that these two omponents represent a pair we store the pair
of addresses at the address of the pair itself.
For example, onsider an unboxed pair onsisting of two
integers h5; 6i. Taking the address "h5; 6i for es the pair to
be pla ed in the store S. Three new lo ations on the lo al
ma hine m are allo ated to store the pair:

We use the semanti domains given in Figure 15. The treatment of stored pairs is unusual and is explained below.

M A
J+A+G+V V
J+A+G+AA
G ! SV

a1 ; : : : ; an i

h

to simultaneously obtain n distin t fresh addresses in a lo al
memory. By \fresh" we mean that new satis es:

A.1 Semanti Domains

=
=
=
=
=
=

A

takes a store and a ma hine m and returns a fresh lo al
address. We also use a shorthand

Furthermore, we restri t primitive fun tions to be mappings
from integers to integers. This simpli es the proof without
hiding any ore issues.

M
A
Id
T
G
V
SV
Store
F un
Env

!

a ma hine
a value
a storable value
a store
the environment
a sour e expression
an integer
a global pointer
a lo al pointer

S(hm; a0 i)
S(hm; a1 i)
S(hm; a2 i)
S(hm; a3 i)
S(hm; a4 i)

= ha1 ; a4 i
= ha2 ; a3 i
= 5
= 6
= 7

In pra ti al language implementations only the \leaf" values
5, 6, and 7 are stored and the knowledge of the grouping of
the addresses into pairs is maintained impli itly inside the
ompiler. The stored pair values are the semanti representation of this ompiler knowledge.
Unboxing a nested pair is the inverse of boxing a pair:
any stored address pairs are traversed re ursively to re reate
the unboxed value. In the example just given # "hh5; 6i; 7i is
the value hh5; 6i; 7i.

In the operational semanti s, the use of i, a, or g in the
hypothesis should be read as a onstraint, not a omment.
That is, a hypothesis e ! i means that e must evaluate to
an integer for the rule to be appli able.
We write global addresses as a pair hm; ai of ma hine
and lo al address. Global addresses an be distinguished
12

A.2 Operational Semanti s

The rules for widening, sequen ing, and pairing are
straightforward.

Operational rules have the form:
m; S0 ; E

`

e ! v; S1

m; S0 ; E ` e ! a; S1
m; S0 ; E ` widen e ! hm; ai; S1

whi h should be read \on a given ma hine m in store S0
and environment E, the expression e evaluates to the value
v and produ es a new store S1 ."
The rules for integer, variable, and fun tion appli ation
expressions are simple.
m; S; E

`

m; S0 ; E ` e1 ! v1 ; S1
m; S1 ; E ` e2 ! v2 ; S2
m; S0 ; E ` e1 ; e2 ! v2 ; S2

E(x) = v 2 V
m; S; E ` x ! v; S

i ! i; S

m; S0 ; E ` e1 ! v1 ; S1
m; S1 ; E ` e2 ! v2 ; S2
m; S0 ; E ` he1 ; e2 i ! hv1 ; v2 i; S2

m; S0 ; E ` e ! i; S1
E(f) =  2 F un (i) = i
m; S0 ; E ` f e ! i ; S1
The rules for referen ing and dereferen ing values are the
most elaborate. We need a number of auxiliary fun tions.
Let a  hb; i = ha; b; i be a tuple append operator. Append
may also be applied on the right hb; i  a = hb; ; ai and to
sets of tuples:

The rule for assignment is ompli ated by the semanti s
of assigning into pairs. Assume a is a boxed lo al pointer to
a pair of integers. Then the assignment a :=h1; 2i overwrites
the two integers of the pair in the store with the integers 1
and 2. This semanti s orresponds dire tly to the stru ture
assignment primitive in the C programming language. The
auxiliary fun tions LeafAddresses and LeafPaths in Figure 16
provide the me hanism for mat hing addresses with the values to be assigned. Note that in the ase where S(hm; ai)
and v are not pairs, the sets of leaf addresses and leaf values
are just fhhm; aiig and fhv ig respe tively.

0

0

aB =

f

a  b j b 2 Bg

A path is a tuple with elements appearing in an order des ribed by the regular expression ($ j %)? sv. That is, a path
onsists of a sequen e of $ and %, ex ept for the last element whi h is a storable value. A path des ribes a sequen e
of sele tions within a pair (taking either the left or right
omponent) to rea h a storable value. We write t; t0 ; t ; : : :
to denote paths.
A pure path is a tuple with elements appearing in an order des ribed bu the regular expression ($ j %)? . We write
p; p0 ; p ; : : : to denote pure paths. Figure 16 de nes a number of fun tions on paths and values.
Taking the address of any value but a pair simply boxes
the value by allo ating a lo al address on the urrent proessor and storing the value at that address. As des ribed
above, the omponents of pairs are re ursively boxed.

m; S0 ; E ` e1 ! a; S1
m; S1 ; E ` e2 ! v; S2
LeafAddresses (S2 ; hm; ai) = fp1  g1 ; : : : ; pn  gn g
LeafPaths(v) = fp1  sv1 ; : : : ; pn  svn g
S3 = S2 [g1 sv1 ; : : : ; gn svn ℄
m; S0 ; E ` e1 := e2 ! v; S3

0

0

m; S0 ; E ` e1 ! g; S1
m; S1 ; E ` e2 ! v; S2
LeafAddresses(S2 ; g) = fp1  g1 ; : : : ; pn  gn g
LeafPaths(v) = fp1  sv1 ; : : : ; pn  svn g
S3 = S2 [g1 sv1 ; : : : ; gn svn ℄
m; S0 ; E ` e1 := e2 ! v; S3

m; S0 ; E ` e ! v; S1
Paths(v) = fp1 ; : : : ; pl ; pl+1  svl+1 ; : : : ; pn  svn g where p1 = hi
The nal four rules implement the n operators, whi h
newn (m; S1 ) = fa1 ; : : : ; an g
svi = haj ; ak i where pi  $= pj and pi  %= pk , for 1  i  l return the addresses of pair omponents.
S2 = S1 [hm; a1 i sv1 ; : : : ; hm; an i svn ℄
m; S0 ; E ` e ! a; S1 S1 (hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
m; S0 ; E ` " e ! a1 ; S2
m; S0 ; E ` 1 e ! a1 ; S1
For dereferen es there are two ases. For a dereferen e of
a lo al pointer, we use the auxiliary fun tion Value de ned
m; S0 ; E ` e ! a; S1 S1 (hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
in Figure 16 to unbox the value. For a dereferen e of a global
m; S0 ; E ` 2 e ! a2 ; S1
pointer we use auxiliary fun tion WideValue, whi h widens
widens any lo al pointer appearing at the top level but is
otherwise identi al to Value.
m; S0 ; E ` e ! hm ; ai; S1 S1 (hm ; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
m; S0 ; E ` 1 e ! hm ; a1 i; S1
m; S0 ; E ` e ! a; S1
m; S0 ; E ` # e ! Value(S1 ; hm; ai); S1
m; S0 ; E ` e ! hm ; ai; S1 S1 (hm ; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
m; S0 ; E ` e ! g; S1
m; S0 ; E ` 2 e ! hm ; a2 i; S1
m; S0 ; E ` # e ! WideValue(S1 ; g); S1
0

0

0

0

0

0
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(

($ Paths(v1 )) [ (% Paths(v2 )) if v = hv1 ; v2 i
v
otherwise
LeafPaths(v) = fx j x 2 Paths(v) ^ x = p  sv g
8
>
if S(hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
<($ LeafAddresses(S; hm; a1 i))
LeafAddresses (S; hm; ai) =
[ (% LeafAddresses (S; hm; a2 i))
>
:fhhm; aiig
otherwise

Paths(v) =

Value(S; hm; ai) =

fhig [

fh ig

8
>
< Value(S; m; S( m; a1 ) );
Value(S; m; S( m; a2 ) )
>
:S( m; a )
(
h

h

h

WideValue(S; hm; ai) =

h

h

i i

h

i i i

i

if S(hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
otherwise

m; a i
if S(hm; ai) = a
Value(S; hm; ai) otherwise

h

0

0

Figure 16: Auxiliary fun tions for boxing, unboxing, and assignment.

A.3 Soundness

en ountered in its traversal of a value to have a uniform view
everywhere. This pointer is not itself mutable, only the data
it points to is mutable.
Finally, the full notion of soundness we need simultaneously on rms that the exe ution and type environments
also agree. For this purpose it is useful to ombine the two
environments pairwise, mat hing ea h variable's value with
its orresponding type:

Before we an prove type soundness we need to state what
representation we expe t the values of types to have. Figure 17 de nes a predi ate Consistent that re ursively ompares a type with a value and a store to he k that the
value mat hes requirements of the type. We say that a
store S on ma hine m is onsistent with value v and type
 if Consistent(m; S; hv;  i) is true. We extend onsisten y
to apply to sets of values and types as well. If U is a set
of value/type pairs, then Consistent(m; S; U) if and only if
Consistent(m; S; u) for all u 2 U.
There is a another soundness issue we must a ount for.
Our language allows pointer aliasing, and the language will
be unsound if stored pointer values an be given di erent
types by di erent aliases. In parti ular,

Eo
nA =

and x and y happen to refer to the same pointer, then the
type system will permit an assignment of an invalid pointer
into x, thereby giving y a value that disagrees with its type.
The Consistent predi ate annot dete t this situation; to
he k this it is ne essary to ompare all the di erent typings
of ea h memory address through all of its aliases to ensure
they agree.
The fun tion StoreType in Figure 18 aptures the needed
property. A StoreType maps mutable lo ations to types, ?,
or >. The ordering of elements is ?   >, with all types 
being in omparable. The least upper bound of two elements
is the smallest element that is  to both. The least upper
bound of two fun tions is de ned point-wise:
t

f )(x) = f(x)
0

t

E(x); A(x)i 2 U j x 2 dom(E) \ dom(A)g

For the soundness proof we require that the exe ution and
type environments agree from the outset; that is, dom(E) =
dom(A).
Be ause we do not have any iteration onstru ts in our
small language, all omputations are terminating. We an
use this fa t to sidestep the usual issues with showing type
soundness even for in nite omputations. We simply show
that if an expression has any type then omputation never
goes wrong, provided the omputation is performed in an
environment onsistent with the typing assumptions.

if
x : boxed lo al valid boxed lo al invalid 
and y : boxed lo al valid boxed lo al valid 

(f

fh

A.4 Main Soundness Theorem
Theorem 1. Let A ` e :  . Assume that m is a ma hine,

S is a store, and E is an environment su h that dom(E) =
dom(A). If initially

Uniform(StoreType(m; S; E o
n A))
then
m; S; E ` e ! v; S
Consistent(m; S ; (E o
n A) [ fhv;  ig)
0

f (x)

^

0

0

i.e., omputation su eeds and ends in a state where all
values have types onsistent with the store.

If a store typing st has the property that st(g) = >, then
the lo ation g is typed di erently by two or more aliases of
the lo ation; in this ase we say the store typing st is not
uniform. If there is no g su h that st(g) = > then all of the
aliases of all mutable lo ations agree on the types of those
lo ations: the store typing is uniform. Predi ate Uniform
in Figure 18 formalizes this notion.
Data that is immutable need not have the same typing for
every alias. StoreType does not require the top-level pointer

The proof is omitted from this summary, but the
interested reader an nd the omplete version at

<http://www. s.berkeley.edu/Resear h/Proje ts/
titanium/popl-00/> .
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U

U
u; u0 ; u0 ; : : :

Consistent

=

V

T

2
2

U

:

M  Store  U

2U

! boolean

Consistent(m; S; hi; inti) () true
Consistent(m; S; ha; boxed lo al invalid  i) () true
Consistent(m; S; hg; boxed global invalid  i) () true
Consistent(m; S; hhv1 ; v2 i; h1 ; 2 ii) () Consistent(m; S; hv1 ; 1 i)
^ Consistent(m; S; hv2 ; 2 i)
Consistent(m; S; ha; boxed lo
Consistent(m; S; ha; boxed lo

al valid inti)

al valid boxed !   i)

Consistent(m; S; ha; boxed lo

al valid h1 ; 2 ii)

() S (hm; ai) is de ned
^ Consistent(m; S; hS (hm; ai); inti)
() S (hm; ai) is de ned
^ Consistent(m; S; hS (hm; ai); boxed !   i)
() S (hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
^ Consistent(m; S; ha1 ; boxed lo
^ Consistent(m; S; ha2 ; boxed lo

al valid 1 i)
al valid 2 i)

Consistent(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid inti) () S (hm ; ai) is de ned
^ Consistent(m ; S; hS (hm ; ai); inti)
0

0

0

0

Consistent(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid boxed !   i) () S (hm ; ai) is de ned
^ Consistent(m ; S; hS (hm ; ai); boxed !   i)
0

0

0

0

Consistent(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid h1 ; 2 ii) () S (hm ; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i
^ Consistent(m; S; hhm ; a1 i; boxed global valid 1 i)
^ Consistent(m; S; hhm ; a2 i; boxed global valid 2 i)
0

0

0

0

Consistent(m; S; U ) ()

^ Consistent(m; S; u)

u2U

Figure 17: Consistent stores.
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StoreType

ST

=
:

G ! ( + ? +>)
M  Store  U ! ST

StoreType(m; S; hi; inti)
StoreType(m; S; ha; boxed lo al invalid  i)
StoreType(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global invalid  i)

=
=
=

x: ?
x: ?
x: ?

StoreType(m; S; hhv1 ; v2 i; h1 ; 2 ii)

=

StoreType(m; S; hv1 ; 1 i)
t StoreType(m; S; hv2 ; 2 i)

0

StoreType(m; S; ha; boxed lo
StoreType(m; S; ha; boxed lo

al valid inti)

=

al valid boxed !   i)

=

StoreType(m; S; ha; boxed lo

al valid h1 ; 2 ii)

t

t

=

t
t

x: ? [hm; ai

int℄

x: ? [hm; ai

boxed !   ℄

x: ? [hm; ai

h1 ; 2 i℄

StoreType(m; S; hS (hm; ai); inti)
StoreType(m; S; hS (hm; ai); boxed !   i)
StoreType(m; S; ha1 ; boxed lo
StoreType(m; S; ha2 ; boxed lo

where S (hm; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i

al valid 1 i)
al valid 2 i)

StoreType(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid inti)

=

x: ? [hm0 ; ai int℄
StoreType(m0 ; S; hS (hm0 ; ai); inti)

StoreType(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid boxed !   i)

=

x: ? [hm0 ; ai boxed !   ℄
StoreType(m0 ; S; hS (hm0 ; ai); boxed !   i)

StoreType(m; S; hhm ; ai; boxed global valid h1 ; 2 ii)

=

x: ? [hm0 ; ai h1 ; 2 i℄
StoreType(m; S; hhm0 ; a1 i; boxed global valid 1 i)
StoreType(m; S; hhm0 ; a2 i; boxed global valid 2 i)
where S (hm0 ; ai) = ha1 ; a2 i

StoreType(m; S; U )

=

0

0

0

t

t

t
t

G StoreType(m; S; u)

u2U

Uniform : ST ! boolean
Uniform(st) () g:st(g) = >
Figure 18: Uniform store typings.
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